There's No Misunderstanding

FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGERIAL FINANCE by Neveu is readable, teachable, and understandable! It's designed for students' first course in managerial finance.

- Each concept is presented in a clearly worded, step-by-step format. That means students know when they are reading about a new concept and will naturally pay it close attention.
- Solutions to problems in the text are presented in a consistent, easy-to-follow format. Even complicated problems are easily understood!
- A Student Study Guide supplements the text. It helps ensure that students grasp all the financial concepts covered in the book. Invaluable when preparing for exam day!
- The Instructor's Manual is packed with teaching suggestions, answers to text and Student Study Guide questions, and solutions to problems in the text. Test questions are also included. It makes teaching the FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGERIAL FINANCE a pleasure!
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Order today.